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Background 

• Within is a summary of my experience using various GNSS (Global Navigation 
Satellite System) receivers1 over the last 5 to 8 years.  I like to record tracks 
summer and winter for future use in returning to an area.  I have stopped using 
Garmin hand-held GNSS units because of the cost and poor screen resolution, 
and only use smart phone mapping apps now.  I have decided to use an external 
GNSS receiver (Garmin GLO) instead of my smart phone internal GNSS, for the 
reasons within. 

• GLONASS is much more effective in our northern latitudes than GPS.  GPS 
satellites, the original US system, circle around the equator, and require a clear 
view of the southern sky.  GLONASS is a Russian satellite system and the orbits 
are designed for use in Russia, which suits Canadian mapping needs as well.  
There is also a European system called Galileo that some receivers also support.  
(iPhone 8, Samsung Galaxy 8 etc.) 

• Using both GPS / GLONASS together is best in sketchy conditions like heavy 
cloud or precipitation, or in canyons and mountains.  In other words, when you 
really need it… 

• Sketchy GPS / GLONASS reception may not affect lat / long accuracy that much, 
but it may lead to large errors in altitude, which require several good satellite 
fixes for accuracy. 

• GNSS receivers in recent phones include GLONASS / GPS support:  iPhone 4S 
and newer, Samsung Galaxy S4 and newer, etc.  The most recent phones also 
feature improved GNSS accuracy, said to be comparable to dedicated GNSS 
receivers. 

• Battery life in your phone is hammered by running your "Location" feature, 
particularly in older phones where the processor didn't power down the 
GLONASS receiver if it wasn't needed.  

• external GNSS receivers are an option that save phone battery life and may offer 
higher accuracy, especially if you have an older (or cheaper) phone.  See Three 
tests of accuracy  on page 5 for my experience.  My phone uses 40% or more of 
its' battery - with its' internal "Location" GNSS running - over an 6-8 hr track, but 
only 10% if an external GNSS receiver is used. 

                                                 
1 Confusing terminology!  GNSS is used to refer to the GPS and/or GLONASS systems within, rather than 

using "GPS" as is commonly done.  Receiver is used to include all types of devices that receive GNSS 

signals, including hand-helds, smart phones and external receivers 
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External GNSS receivers that are worth considering 

Make Model GLONASS? Battery Life 

(hr) 

Amazon.ca 

$ 

Battery 

Indicator? 

Data 

Logging 

Garmin GLO Yes 12 $120 sort of No 

Dual XGPS 

150A 

No 8.5 $145 app on phone No 

Dual XGPS 160 Yes 10 $230 app Yes 

Bad Elf 2200 No 16 $195 Yes & app Yes 

Bad Elf 2300 Yes 24 $390 Yes & app Yes 

 

• The two receivers that don't support GLONASS are not worth buying, IMO.  Be 

careful if you are buying on-line, in case you accidentally buy one of them! 

• Battery life remaining is important to know.  The GLO has a somewhat cryptic 
solid/flashing orange LED that shows when it is in its' last hour or two of life.  
The others have LCD displays or on-phone apps that show clearly what the 
battery life is.  The GLO has a user-replaceable rechargeable battery, but extra 
ones can't be found anywhere to buy - see below for what I did to fix this.  The 
other units are sealed, and must be recharged when the battery runs down. 

• some of the units have on-board data logging that allows them to record a 
stand-alone track without using Bluetooth to talk to the phone app.  The track 
can be downloaded to Goggle Earth back home. This allows greater battery life, 
but is of limited use while navigating on a trip. 

What I have done 

• GNSS receiver - the Garmin GLO is cheap, 
and very reliable, based on 3+ years of use.  
The battery in it gives 10-13 hrs - a full day, 
or even two - of use.  Since the only option 
with greater battery life is very expensive 
(Bad Elf 2300 $390), I have bought a 2nd 
GLO just for the battery.  Charging both 
batteries before you head out gives you 2 to 
4 days of battery life.   

• Phone - I have bought the rugged CAT brand S41 phone because of it's huge 
battery and bright screen and it's water-proof and drop-proof construction.  
Running a map app on it with the Garmin GLO instead of the internal "Location" 
uses about 10% of the battery life per 6-8 hrs of mapping. 

• Map app - I am using Gaia GPS with great results.  Works on both iPhone and 
Android. You can use different map sets on it and the "OpenCycleMap HD" and 
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"Gaia Topo (meters)" are excellent.  These maps are free, and other maps are 
available at a cost. 

o Gaia maps can be downloaded and stored on the phone.  You need a 
solid and fast internet connection, as the maps can be 200+ MB.  You 
must do this before going to the field, so plan ahead and download maps 
for the areas you frequent in advance. 

o Gaia also needs a bit of time to load the stored map so it appears on the 
screen once you have a GNSS fix.  If you don't allow the map to appear 
and then start tracking, the map loading is overridden by the track 
recording, it seems. 

o I get good results as follows:  

▪ put your phone into Flight mode and turn Bluetooth on 

▪ start Garmin GLO 

▪ Bluetooth connect the GLO to your phone (within 3 minutes, or 
the GLO powers off) 

▪ let the GLO get a satellite fix (5 to 60 seconds) 

▪ start Gaia and let a map appear 

▪ hit the location icon on the Gaia screen to move to the GLO 
position 

▪ let Gaia show the map for the GLO position 

▪ start tracking.  The entire process takes a couple of minutes. 

• another feature that has been useful: Southern Alberta Trail Mapping project is a 
crowd-sourced overlay for topo maps, carefully put together by people in 
Calgary.  It contains GNSS tracks submitted for skiing, climbing, hiking and 
scramble routes in Alberta and BC, currently, over 800 separate routes - have a 
look at http://albertatrailmaps.ca/trails.htm for the tally!  It is updated 
periodically, and the dashed line routes appear on the OpenCycleMap HD and, it 
appears, the Gaia Topo map sets. 

• Battery pack - if the trip is taking more than the dual GLO battery life, I have 
bought the Anker PowerCore II 10000 portable charger for $36.  Weighs 180 g, 
and takes up 7 cu inches.  This will recharge the Cat phone 1x and the GLO 
several times. 

• Recharging the GLO takes 4 to 5 hrs with a 5V, 1A charger.  The newer wall 
chargers that put out 2A or more will charge the battery in 3 hrs.  This is 
something to consider if you plan to use a portable battery pack to recharge, as 
newer models can provide more than 1 A of current. 

Tricks to make it all work 

• on Android phones, you have to use a 2nd, free app called Bluetooth GPS to 
replace the internal "Location" GNSS signal.  E-mail me if you need details on 
how to get this set up - it is a bit confusing, but works reliably once set up.   
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• on Apple phones, you turn on the external GNSS receiver, and then set up as 
follows (not verified): 

o location services needs to be ON,  
o airplane mode on,  
o Bluetooth on, and then Gaia advises 

▪ “Gaia GPS can use external GPS devices, which can also provide 
greater accuracy and frequency than the built-in GPS.  We use the 
best signal  - the iPad/iPhone will switch back and forth between 
the internal and external GPS, based on whichever source has the 
best signal." 

• optionally, carry or mount the external GNSS receiver so it is high and facing up 
to the sky if possible.  I have a Velcro strip that attaches it to the top of my 
packs, inside the zip pocket.  Orient the receiver so the antenna faces upwards - 
on the GLO, that is the flat side with the indicator LEDs.  I have also carried it in 
a pant pocket with good results.  As always, if you have good satellite reception, 
you can put it anywhere… 

• in winter, the GLO works fine, but the battery life declines.  At 20 C the GLO 
battery lasts 13+ hrs.  At -10 C the battery life drops to 10 hrs. 

• put your phone into Flight mode, but turn on Bluetooth.  In Flight mode, the cell 
isn't constantly searching for a tower which burns up battery life. 

• I've had some battery drain because of Google apps running because of a 
inadvertent swipe when handling the phone.  I try to disable most of these for 
the reason they seem to have a life of their own… 

• running Gaia on my older Samsung Galaxy 4S was hit-and-miss, as the processor 
seemed to freeze occasionally.  The Cat S41 is more powerful and has had no 
issues. 

• If you are having problems with the "Location" working on your phone, turn off 

your phone's battery optimization or power saving mode.  

• If you have moved a distance, i.e. > 50 km, since the last time you used your 
GNSS receiver, or it has been days or weeks since you used your GNSS, lock 
time can be increased because the GNSS receiver needs to download a new 
almanac (bunch of data) that is sent by the satellite.  It contains current info on 
where all the satellites are. 
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Three tests of accuracy: 

• The table below shows three tests of accuracy using three different GNSS 
receivers.  All of these were run on my patio and with the receivers stationary, so 
a perfectly accurate track would be a single dot, track length of 0, and no 
elevation change. 

• The GPS only track (red) was recorded using an old Garmin handheld, that I quit 
using because many times I went into trees or mountains, the track would start 
jumping around by 500 m or more.  The track is very poor, over 2 km in length! 

• The blue track is using the phone "Location" GPS/GLONASS and is much better 
than GPS only.  However the elevation info varies by 150 m.  The white track is 
using the Garmin GLO, over 10 hrs.  This track error was considerably less, with 
a distance of only 33 m and elevation variation of +22 and -11 m. 

Track Colour GNSS Receiver Satellites Test Duration 
(hr) 

Track Length 
(m) 

Elevation 
Change 

(m) 

Red Garmin eTrex 
Legend HCx 

GPS 12 2600 +45 / -65 

Blue CAT S41 

phone 
(internal) 

GPS/GLONASS 5 920 +60 / -90 

White Garmin GLO 

(external) 

GPS/GLONASS 10 33 +22 / -11 

This image shows the three tracks on Garmin BaseCamp. 

 


